WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

I really love talking about issues that we don’t often get a chance to discuss together, and really enjoy some of the videos and ideas that we explore in the ThoughtBox lessons.

Y9 student | St George’s, Ascot

I have been thinking very deeply today during the lesson, and the ideas surrounding the uncertainty of my future are suddenly rather exciting!

Y13 student | King Edward VI Community College

Introducing a weekly ThoughtBox lesson into our 20 minute tutorial slots two years ago has helped the Academy to provide a structured approach to SMSC coverage across the whole curriculum.

Tony Lynch | Deputy Head | Tuxford Academy

The ThoughtBox lessons are so interesting. Each module raises a wide range of ideas to encourage students to talk and to try and help them to think about their own opinions, whilst making connections to what is happening around them.

Sara Williams-Ryan | Headmistress | Falcon Girls’ School

The ThoughtBox modules are so very relevant for what we need to be focusing on to support our kids in the future.

Clare Male | Pastoral Teacher | Denefield School

The ThoughtBox resources are high quality, easy to use and highly informative. Their innovation and relevance has enhanced our curriculum exponentially. I honestly just love your resources, they are absolutely outstanding.

Sinead Hosty | Deputy Head | The East Manchester Academy

Engaging, funny and promoted excellent discussions for ideas to take back to the classroom. Great CPD - well done!

K Davis | Assistant Headteacher | Denefield School

We have had a recent Ofsted inspection which was very complimentary about the ThoughtBox curriculum.

Patricia Hanley | Assistant Head | Westside School

I covered a life skills lesson at the last minute today and it was my first time using the ThoughtBox resources. I didn’t want the lesson to end! So thought provoking and so easy to use. You have nailed exactly what teachers need, I am really impressed!

Laura Fitzgibbon | Head of Year | Emanuel School
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